
Background
With his cholera map of 1854, John Snow introduced

cartographic methods to not only depict but also analyse

clusters of geographically-dependent phenomena.

Computer-based geographic information systems (GIS)

have gradually evolved since the 1960s, and are still

evolving to this day. Yet the use of GIS, and, more

specifically, applying cartographic representation to

geographic or location-based data, both as a task and as a

part of a wider research activity, has, until very recently,

been exclusive to Geographic Information (GI) industry

professionals such as GIS analysts, geoscientists and

cartographers. Furthermore, cartography has, by and large,

been reserved for the process of traditional map creation.

During 2012–13, we, the Cartographic Design and

Development (CartoDesign) team at OS, released new

webpages containing cartographic resources and

principles of use to anyone seeking either to make a map or

to style geographical data. As all of our customers’ data are

different, we believe that this was the best solution – to

empower our customers with the right knowledge and

tools to style data for themselves. 

Where we feel we can definitely assist is by

providing a high-quality base on which to overlay

geographically-referenced information. Base maps allow a

quick-and-easy visualization of any data or information

that can be plotted with a geographic coordinate. The rise

of applications and services such as Google Maps and

Mapbox are a powerful advertisement for the

consideration of geography and cartographically-designed

context. In 2007, OS began work on OS VectorMap, a

family of bespoke contextual map products that can be

used as a backdrop for third-party (i.e. customer, end user

or other) geodata or third-party data can be combined with

the OS VectorMap vectors. 

This ‘combined with’ scenario is an interesting area

of growth, where customers are using OS data and joining

their own information onto it, or vice versa. This is not just

possible with the vectors of OS VectorMap but also other

data products such as address (e.g. Address-Base) or

height (e.g. OS Terrain), giving existing and new market

sectors easy methods of enriching and referencing any data

with a geographic element. 

The data of OS and third-parties in any of the three

scenarios above can be considered geographic data

(geodata). This geodata is usually accessed and analysed

through a web or cloud-based service or application, or

perhaps still more commonly through a GIS package.

Whilst ESRI (Environmental Systems Research

Institute) dominate the global GIS market, with a market

share of over 40 per cent reported in 2010,1 the open

source offering QGIS has exploded onto the scene.

Contributor statistics2 highlight the growth in developer

interest in QGIS. User statistics are not as readily available

but our experience at Ordnance Survey is that the number

of customer users has grown considerably with local

authorities appreciating the cost savings and ease-of-use,

and some QGIS users also becoming new customers of our

products.

Today, the use of geodata is becoming more

commonplace across many diverse business sectors

including some that OS has been working with for some

time, for example, property, insurance and transport; and

some that are newer markets such as finance, search

marketing, e-commerce and business development. 

As the cartographic design team at OS, our headline

project this year has been to supply cartographic

stylesheets to allow customers and end users to easily

visualize these data.
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Geographic data come in many flavours. Whilst topographic products are ideal for cartographic
display, many other datasets and combinations are more difficult to visualize. At Ordnance Survey (OS)
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the approach OS has taken in allowing customers to style their data products with relative ease,
including use of GitHub as a central and public repository.
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An Expanding Market
Although several supposedly ‘connected generation’ news

weblogs and magazines still cite government, natural

resources, utilities, telecom and emergency services as the

users of geographic information, it is observed by the

author that the number of business sectors employing

geodata has grown significantly as aforementioned.

As well as location-based services bringing pre-

packaged ‘geo’ to a mass consumer market via mobile

devices, GI conference proceedings, attendance statistics

and software download statistics all point to a stark rise in

the number of people and an increased diversity in the

‘type of people’ (by background, geographical-awareness,

skills and profession) who are getting hands-on with

geographic data. Aided by the reduced costs of traditional

GIS software and the arrival of open-source and cloud-

based alternatives, in addition to the multitude of web base

maps now on offer; more and more market sectors are

starting to embrace geographic data. Consumers,

developers, businesses, journalists and researchers alike

have become aware of geodata as a valuable asset to their

decision-making, tool creation, performance tracking,

storytelling, and general research and analysis.

Lantmäteriet, the national mapping agency in

Sweden, suggests that ‘the market for geodata is growing

by 10–30 per cent per year’.3 TechNavio reported in 2013

that the GIS market in the United States of America will

grow by nearly 11 per cent over the period 2012–20164

and that the GIS market in Europe will be worth over £2

billion by 2016.5

There are many often simple, yet new-to-market case

studies, for example in the Banking, Financial services and

Institutions (BFSI) sector, where GIS use is expected to

grow by over 8 per cent over the five-year period

2013–2018,6 location data and GIS solutions are being

used to manage and optimize cash distribution across

ATMs (Automated Teller Machines).

Through our own experience and as a result of

customer feedback, we are confident that cartographic

techniques and styling can help make best use of geodata,

including many OS datasets that we would perhaps regard

as less cartographic or even ‘non-map’ products. Many of

our (OS) data products offer a wealth of information that

may be used for context, data integration, analysis and

more; so it is the author’s view that they extend beyond the

typical scope and use of regular thematic mapping. While

our products no doubt cover more traditional cartographic

application, the GIS and geographic intelligence and

solutions sectors are two specific examples where the data

may be integrated into a newer, less-recognized workflow

and this is a situation in which we seek to show that

cartographic principles, design, and, ultimately, visual

styling can play an important part.

Reasoning
The theory behind the release of stylesheets is to show

customers the advantages of cartographically-styled data

and to make our data products more engaging, easier to

understand, and, ultimately, easier to use. Geodata is

highly sought after, but the secret is that this needs good

communication; in essence the users need a map or at least

to benefit from the skills of someone who knows how to

make a map. By providing cartographic stylesheets for our

products we make them easier to use and ensure that they

are being used to their full potential. It is a way of

improving our customer and partner experiences and

attracting new customers by removing pain points and

entry barriers. Converting raw data into a legible ‘map’ can

help customers in a number of ways:

Firstly and perhaps most obviously, it is a starting

block and a real time-saver for those who knowingly wish

to style the product(s). More of our users are beginning to

understand the advantages of vector data and more are

looking to create their own, customized map styles which

are tailored to their specific needs and/or preferences. By

providing stylesheets we can make this process much

easier and our customers can realize great savings in both

time and resource. As an example of potential savings, OS

MasterMap® Topography Layer can take 6–8 man-weeks

to style. If just 50 per cent of the product’s public sector

customers take this route, that’s a £3–4 million spend on

styling just one product. If you multiply these figures out

across all of our products, the potential savings for our

customers are huge. We have seen tangible evidence of

this before with the early SLD adopters, for example

thinkWhere used them in developing their web map

service saving them up to two man weeks of development. 

To a wider GIS audience, our workshops and

masterclasses – in which CartoDesign participated greatly

last year to acquire direct customer insights – have

unearthed that some of our customers do not realize the

full depth, attribution and application potential of our

products because they have never seen them

cartographically visualized. Cartography has the ability to

make it more obvious to the user what they are looking at

by making features easier to identify, making the full depth

of products easier to understand and exploit, and by

offering a better geographic reference for additional

datasets, making data easier to interpret by not just the

end-user but by mid-users too, for example this is just as

important to a GIS specialist working on the data as it is to

a potential business or consumer end user. So in this

scenario, the provision of cartographic styling allows this

message to be conveyed from source at OS through to all

other users of the data, even if the data are later

manipulated.

The evidence of the need for these stylesheets comes

primarily from the feedback and direct requests of

customers, and from our research highlighting that there is

no other consistent authoritative source. Download figures

are not given on GitHub, but customer feedback implies

that the uptake of the stylesheets to date has been quite

high.
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Many companies who had previously shown

‘snapshot’ or time-framed data as statistics, tables, or, at

best, graphs and other charts, have become aware of the

power of visualizing location and geographic context

almost by accident when acknowledging their increasing

need to track business trends and analysis over the

additional dimension of time. For this, many have turned

to geographical modelling or data visualization, which has

unlocked the understanding that visual display of

geographic data helps both businesses and their customers

to make better sense of things (e.g. Figure 1). This

perspective was recently endorsed by Schuble (2013).7

Formats
Our commitment is to supply stylesheets for all vector

formats of relevant data products wherever feasible. In

practice, largely due to the strategy of data formats, the

stylesheets are being produced as ESRI layer files, QGIS

QML (Qt Meta Language) and GeoServer Styled Layer

Descriptors (SLDs).

For data in ESRI shapefile format, we will provide

ESRI layer files. For users of QGIS, we will provide QML

files for data in both GML (Geography Markup Language)

and ESRI shapefile formats. This will result in two sets of

stylesheets, but satisfies users of both formats and negates

the need for them to edit field names, and so on. For web

map servers we will continue to provide SLDs. This is an

OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) standard and

supports Ordnance Survey’s commitment to open source

and interoperability. We make it clear that these have been

created using GeoServer as we know that some styling

functions are unique to GeoServer. We will review our

approach to styled .tab format for MapInfo in the near

future.

The Cartographic Styles
For all the ‘map’ products that we create stylesheets for,

we are providing both ‘Full Colour’ and ‘Backdrop’ styles.

Over the past few years we have developed two styles that

are now considered to be the corporate map styles for our

data products. These are ‘Full Colour’ – for those wanting

a complete map in a similar vein to our traditional maps,

and ‘Backdrop’ – designed with a muted colour palette to

be the perfect backdrop to any data that is overlaid.

Customer feedback since the release of our OS VectorMap

products has been very positive and supports the release of

Figure 1 Representing (geo)data in different forms (World by Map)8
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two styles which provide a choice based on user

requirement or preference. Greyscale is under

consideration but the use of colour in our backdrop style

allows the user to quickly and efficiently identify

geographical features and relationships.9

Our Two Styles

1. Full-colour style, facilitating simple overlay
• Complete contextual reference map

• Maximum display compatibility

• Supports limited overlay

2. Backdrop style, facilitating considerable overlay
• Genuine contextual base map

• Fully supports further data overlay

• Hierarchy manually tuned to limited colour

brightness

For data products in the analytical portfolio we are

creating overlay styles. They will be developed to work in

harmony with our ‘Backdrop’ style or to standalone and

we will make this clear to users.

Creating Stylesheets
Creating the stylesheets is where we use our cartographic

expertise to style our products as outlined above. For each

format we style within the relevant software, for example

for ESRI layer file creation we style the data in ESRI

ArcGIS.

Cartographic styling is perhaps easiest to explain

using the example of QGIS, which is great for styling or

making maps from data. Maybe the best thing for

cartographers about QGIS is that the styling options feel

very familiar, no matter whether you are used to GIS

software like ESRI ArcGIS or a graphics package like

Adobe Illustrator.

So to create the QML we begin with loading product

data into QGIS. In this example, we load OS VectorMap

Local, starting with the polygons layer called ‘Area’. 

You can see in Figure 5 how easy it is to style based

upon a field or attribute of the data. Areas can be simple

colours with or without outlines. But for more advanced

styling, gradients, patterns, and even SVGs (Scalable

Vector Graphics) can be chosen exactly as if using map

production software. To give the best possible

representation for our product and our customer, we have

Figure 2 Example showing a location map of Ordnance Survey head office in full-colour style
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Figure 3 Example of Ordnance Survey reseller retail outlets in the Liverpool areas utilizing the backdrop style

Figure 4 OS MasterMap Water Network, styled as an overlay above the backdrop style
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taken the time to create SVG patterns for vegetation fills

using Adobe Illustrator to create the pattern tiles and QGIS

settings to control the size, positioning and repetition of

these tiles. We share these SVG files with our customers

by packaging them with the stylesheet downloads.

Then we load the next layer, in the case of OS

VectorMap Local this is all of the line features. QGIS

allows us to set line weights, colours, line joins and cap

endings, and so on; and again we can take advantage of

being able to classify by a field or attribute. 

Points are available as different markers; vectors,

fonts, SVGs, and so on. Again we can use data attribution

to classify as a quick starting point to our styling. On some

products we have styled based upon custom rules to allow

us to achieve more complicated things such as styling a

feature differently at different scale ranges.

Text and labelling is more complex and we have

made use of the freedom QGIS allows you to create

custom expressions. We feel that although a little scary at

first, these expressions are useful to some of our

customers, either in giving them the best output, or in

showing them how to achieve such things in their own

custom styles. 

A simple example from the OS VectorMap Local

stylesheet is where we allow text to be shown in Arial or

Times New Roman font based upon the font attribute of

the data. As this attribute is a number it was easiest to write

a rule:

Figure 5 Styling data in QGIS

Figure 6 Rule-based styling in QGIS of some OS VectorMap Local polygons, styled differently between different scales
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CASE WHEN "font" = 0 OR "font" = 2 THEN

'Times New Roman' ELSE 'Arial' END

A more complex example is the rule that controls how the

name attribute is displayed from the named place layer of

OS VectorMap District. Here we have defined a set of

rules to aid cartographic visualization of the names such as

when to start a new line. This uses a whole host of

functions such as the length of the name, the position of

special characters and regular expression functions such as

replace to correct some of the operations. This is far from

an ideal method as it contains specific fixes for known

long name types, such as golf courses, whereas a solution

that resolves all possibilities would be better; however

testing proved that this method produced the best results.

Untouched, these rules offer superior styling of the data

(labels), and yet we also believe it is a good thing that our

customers are free to view and edit these.

The complex group of rules for ‘Name’ in OS

VectorMap District is as follows:

CASE WHEN length( "name" ) > 13 AND

strpos("name",' ') > 6 THEN

replace("name",' ',' ') WHEN length(

"name" ) > 20 AND "name" LIKE '%Golf

Course' THEN regexp_replace("name",'Golf

Course',' Golf Course') WHEN length(

"name" ) > 20 AND "name" LIKE '%Nature

Reserve' THEN

regexp_replace("name",'Nature Reserve','

Nature Reserve') WHEN length( "name" ) >

20 AND "name" LIKE '%Church Of England%'

THEN regexp_replace("name",'Church Of

England',' Church Of England ') WHEN

length( "name" ) > 13 AND "name" LIKE '%

Of The %' THEN regexp_replace("name",'Of

The','Of The ') WHEN length( "name" ) >

13 AND "name" LIKE '% of %' AND

"FONTCOLOUR" <> 2 AND "FONTCOLOUR" <> 4

THEN regexp_replace("name",' of ',' of ')

WHEN "name" LIKE '%/%' THEN

regexp_replace("name",'/','/ ') WHEN

length( "name" ) > 30 THEN

replace("name",' ',' ') ELSE "name" END

Broken down into its constituent parts, it is actually no

scarier than any simple SQL expression that many GI

professionals use every day. What is happening here is that

we are assigning a double space to required line breaks for

our cartographic labels. Then we can assign this double

space as the character or expression on which to begin a

new line in the QGIS ‘wrap on character’ text formatting

option.

So we have applied many cartographic processes but

retained the objective of supporting customers’ use of our

data. One notable decision we took against the best

possible cartography is where we have chosen not to use

Maplex labelling within the ESRI stylesheets (layer files).

This was to ensure maximum compatibility. We intend to

carry out further research to determine how many users

this effects.

After all of this we end up with the cartographically

styled data product (Figure 7). To save this out as a

stylesheet from QGIS is incredibly simple. Right-click on

Figure 7 The styled OS VectorMap Local data in QGIS
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each layer in turn and select to bring up the ‘Properties’

dialogue. Go to the ‘Style’ tab on the left-hand side of the

new window and at the bottom choose ‘Save Style …’

‘QGIS Layer Style File’. This will create a QML file for

that layer which can be used as a local style or shared with

others. 

Distribution
Sharing OS stylesheets began during 2012–13 with SLDs

for OS OpenData and contextual map products. They were

only available from each product webpage which was

inefficient and made version controlling difficult for both

us and our customers. After some deliberation and initial

concerns over its highly technical image, we decided to

commit to sharing all of our cartographic stylesheets via

GitHub.10

GitHub is a web-based hosting service for software

development projects. Arguably best known as a place to

share code, we have adopted it for our purposes and it has

proven to be a very good fit and it makes version-control

easy. It stores a snapshot of all commits, so both we and

our customers can download or revert back to any version

so wished, and the latest versions of the stylesheets can

still be obtained from the OS website as before but the link

simply grabs the latest release from GitHub – a water-tight

and highly-efficient process.

Loading Stylesheets and Ease-of-use
Endeavouring to make the cartographic stylesheets as

easy-to-use and as ‘plug and play’ as possible, we have

ensured each product is presented in the same fashion in

terms of layout and page structure on GitHub, so the

repository of each product has a familiar appearance and

works the same. Our team use GitHub for Windows, which

allows us to do all of our preparation and folder directory

structuring locally, and then when ready, we can push this

up to the GitHub site, in a similar fashion to applications

such as Dropbox – but we control when to upload. (To get

started with GitHub for Windows, download the latest

version from https://windows.github.com/ and the account

options, and so on, are presented on installation.)

For the customer, the steps are incredibly simple:

1. Navigate to Ordnance Survey’s GitHub repository

(or website) and search for stylesheets relevant to

chosen product.

2. Follow the on-screen instructions in the

‘ReadMe.md’ box on each GitHub page to select the

correct zipped folder.

Figure 8 Screenshot of an ‘OS VectorMap Local stylesheets’

page on GitHub showing a ReadMe box

Figure 9 Loaded data
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3. Follow the Quick Start guide which instructs the

customer to download a zipped folder that includes

any extras such as fonts and patterns, and

instructions on how to install these prior to loading

data and stylesheets.

4. Import the raw data as provided by OS.

5. Load the style (e.g. QML) for each relevant layer at

a time.

The end result is the same styled data as created by the

cartographers (CartoDesign) at Ordnance Survey.

Although it is cartographically styled, the data is still just

that: it can be interrogated and operated on in the usual

way. Supporting documentation including a stylesheet user

guide is also supplied as a PDF (Portable Document

Format), both as part of the zipped download and via the

OS website.

Figure 10 Easily applying ready-made stylesheets

Figure 11 Final style, as per Figure 7
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Future Work
Statistical analysis of what software and versions our

customers use would have been very helpful if this is

feasible going forward. More analysis of the difference

between a mid-user and end-user with examples would

allow OS to improve both its products and its stylesheets,

almost back to the essential cartographic question and/or

principle of fully understanding user needs. Further

research into case studies and questionnaire-style feedback

of user experience would allow us to present more

scientific results.

Summary
By mid-2015 we will be in a position where we have

stylesheets for all the relevant vector products. Our

stylesheets will be consistent, version controlled and

accessible, not only benefiting our customers and partners

but also our colleagues internally. 

By providing stylesheets for our vector products we

are improving the usability and customer experience;

enabling customers to have the benefits of our raster

mapping, coupled with the added capabilities that vector

data brings such as data-linking.

Finally we would like to acknowledge and thank all

those who have given us the feedback required to know

that our approach is something for which there is an

appetite (and now even a demand), as well as being

appropriate. A particular mention goes to the QGIS UK

User Group, Warwickshire County Council and our own

Pre- and Post-Sales Support team who have provided

invaluable and extensive input in this area.
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